TREND REPORT:

MENSWEAR
How the last two decades have paved the
way for massive industry growth and a
changed mindset.

The menswear market is estimated to be valued at $33 billion by 2020, an increase of 14 percent
from 2015.1 But, why is menswear so important to the new retail landscape? What is driving the
growth? Men have always worn clothes, but with the lifestyle changes over the past two decades, we
are finally starting to see men embrace their personal style.
The rise of e-commerce in the early 2000s created a safe space for men to explore their style,
free from society’s judgement. As we progressed into the 2000s, Silicon Valley-inspired work
environments led to casual clothes being encouraged Monday through Friday and men no longer
having to hide beneath the male gender uniform. Fast forward to today, defined gender roles have
begun to unwind and the line between where women’s fashion ends and men’s fashion begins has
completely blurred. Menswear is taking off, and we are here to give you the facts.
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1. https://digiday.com/marketing/social-media-driving-growth-luxury-menswear-market/amp/

INTRODUCTION

E

xperts, like Business of Fashion, are projecting
menswear to grow faster than womenswear over
the next three years. We have seen headlines like
The Carlyle Group’s massive Supreme acquisition and
more recently the announcement of David Beckham’s
grooming line with L’Oreal. Athlete Russell Westbrook
has become a style icon off the basketball court and
star Harry Styles is making waves in the fashion world,
one patterned suit at a time. One thing is clear: men
are no longer hiding behind a one-style-fits all uniform.
Kiehl’s founder Chris Salgardo recently stated, “Over

the past year and a half, there’s been a growing
conversation in our stores and on my own social
media, as men reach out with questions beyond
basic skincare or shaving to learn more about antiaging and ingredients.”

We know it’s a cliche, but we are asking ourselves:
don’t men hate shopping? Taking a look back, we
can see the last two decades have paved the way
for this industry growth and a mindset change. As
menswear shows no signs of slowing down, we
are walking you through the menswear brands and
influencers you need to know about, the styles
to pay attention to, and digging into what is really happening in the street and men’s grooming
worlds.

MENSWEAR LANDSCAPE:
Menswear is not only being shaped by brands and designers, but also by notable men making bold fashion
statements. We’ve curated a selection of notable influencers ranked by their fan count, which is a count
of total social media followers across Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, and Pinterest.

Athletes

LeBron James 98M

David Beckham 97M

Stephen Curry 39M

Dwyane Wade 29M

Carmelo Anthony 21M

Justin Timberlake 152M

Zayn Malik 73M

Harry Styles 70M

Niall Horan 69M

Zac Efron 68M

Hugh Jackman 53M

Ryan Reynolds 27M

Men With Class 4M

Adam Gallagher 3M

The Sartorialist 2M

Jeffree Star 10M

Manny MUA 5M

Patrick Starr 4M

Musicians

Justin Bieber 280M

Actors

Will Smith 75M

Chris Hemsworth 23M

Bloggers

Jim Chapman 6M

BryanBoy 1M

Beauty Influencers

Bretman Rock 13M

James Charles 3M

STYLE PERSONAS
Menswear is no longer a uniform nor a one-style-fits all. We have narrowed down six style profiles and
curated a hit list of top influencers, brands, and trends that you need to know.

#1: DAPPER

Notable Influencers: David Beckham, Men With Class, Marcel Floruss
Client
Exclusive
Notable Brands: Thomas Pink,
Drake’s,
Indochino
Notable Trends: double breasted coat, dot tie, polka dot tie

#2: PREPPY
Notable Influencers: Johannes Huebl, Dean Flintoft, What My Boyfriend Wore
Notable Brands: Sir Jack’s, Client
Barbour, Kent
& Curwen
Exclusive
Notable Trends: mens blazer, mens overcoat, overcoat

#3: HIPSTER
Notable Influencers: Jacob Keller, Shia Labeouf, Jared Leto
Notable Brands: Gucci, Vans, Christopher Shannon, Ink It Out
Client Exclusive
Notable Trends: logo socks, hawaiian shirt

#4: STREET
Notable Influencers: Kanye West, Pharrell, Luka Sabbat
Notable Brands: Supreme,Client
Gosha Rubchinskiy,
A-Cold-Wall
Exclusive
Notable Trends: ugly sneakers, track jacket

#5: SPORTY
Notable Influencers: Kevin Hart, Rich Froning, Tom Brady
Notable Brands: Patagonia,Client
Cotopaxi,Exclusive
Kuhl
Notable Trends: travel bags, mens joggers

#6: SILICON VALLEY
Notable Influencers: Bill Gates, Elon Musk, Mark Zuckerberg
Notable Brands: Allbirds, Everlane,
ClientBonobos
Exclusive
Notable Trends: nasa t-shirt

STREETWEAR
The History of Streetwear:
The original streetwear labels, Parachute, Union, Stüssy, Porter, and Pervert, started back in the 80s, born
from the rebellious cultures of skate, surf, street, and clubs. Streetwear became both art and culture, but
to boil it down to the most simple fashion terms, it became about tees, sneakers, hoodies, and baseball
caps. These predecessors paved the way for the 1994 opening of Supreme, the phenomenon that today
has been dubbed, “The Chanel of Streetwear.” With limited edition drops, streetwear is about more than
just the price tag. The element of exclusivity and being in the know is how you attain the newest status
symbols. Retailers are capitalizing on this mindset shift in what millenials are considering luxury and status.

Capitalizing on the Streetwear Trend:
How can you capitalize on the streetwear trend? It is important to identify where your customer is on
the trend curve to invest in the right trends. In the visuals below, we compare search volume to search
growth over time.
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White Sneakers
MATURE

GROWING

EMERGING

High top sneakers

Sock sneakers

Chunky sneakers

MATURE w/ STEADY GROWTH

Client Exclusive

White sneakers

Longstanding classics (white sneaker, slip on sneakers) have the highest search volume and search is steadily increasing. Styles that
have run their course (black sneakers, high top sneakers) are beginning to plateau, while sock sneakers and knit sneakers show an
upwards trajectory. Emerging trends include chunky sneakers, dad sneakers, and ugly sneakers.
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T-Shirts
DECLINING

GROWING

EMERGING

Men’s v neck t shirt

Slogan tee

Men’s oversized t shirt

MATURE w/ STEADY GROWTH

Client Exclusive

Graphic tee

Tees are a wardrobe staple for all men, but with the streetwear influence we are seeing the highest volume and continued
growth in general tee terms (mens t shirts, graphic tee). Terms with an upward trajectory include mens pocket t shirt and
slogan tee, while mens v neck t shirt is on the decline. An emerging trend we are watching is mens oversized t shirt.

3

Sweatsuits
MATURE w/ STEADY GROWTH

GROWING

EMERGING

Men’s tracksuit

Men’s track pants

Men’s sweatsuit

Client Exclusive

The fastest growing terms in the sweats arena are mens sweatsuit, mens track pants, and mens track suit. This
trend is indicative of streetwear’s permeation across segments, with the key players a diverse group including Adidas,
Valentino, and Off-White.

MEN’S BEAUTY & GROOMING
Male Beauty Movement Finds Its Voice

1

For decades, men have shied away from searching for, talking about
and indulging in beauty products in the fear of being stereotyped as
effeminate. Now, the beauty industry is empowering men of all identities
to unapologetically embrace skin care, hair care and even color cosmetics
products. Social media, influencers, and emerging men’s grooming brands
are making it clear that men do, in fact, care about their appearances.

Emerging Brands

2

The male grooming market is projected to reach US$43.6 billion by
2020.1 Subscription boxes, specialized barber shops and DTC brands
are demystifying men’s beauty; gender-free packaging and male-centric
cosmetics are set to be the next steps in the segment. Newer brands
like Malin + Goetz, Dollar Shave Club, and Beardbrand are giving big
players Kiehl’s and Tom Ford a run for their money on social. The male
consumer is gravitating towards indie brands with interesting business
models, unique product concepts and inclusive marketing. Six-month
old brand Hims, touted “Glossier for dudes” and already making waves
online, aims to disrupt the market for male pattern baldness and E.D. in
a fun and playful way.

3

Emerging Influencers
Youtube’s community of male vloggers are a force to be reckoned with. Although still emerging, this group is already
changing male attitudes towards appearance. Megastars like Jim Chapman, Jeffree Star, Manny MUA, Patrick Starr and
James Charles not only develop deep followings on their accounts, but also drive high social actions when featured
on sponsored posts. However, it is micro-influencers that are driving the most conversation on social.
In sports, we’re seeing a resurgence of athletes donning impressive beards and featuring in grooming ads. David
Beckham is set to release a men’s grooming line called House 99 by David Beckham with L’Oreal in 2018. Meanwhile,
Patriots coach Matt Patricia and James Harden have re-sparked interest in beards among avid sports fans.

Client Exclusive

1

http://www.strategyr.com/MarketResearch/Mens_Grooming_Products_Market_Trends.asp
1. http://www.strategyr.com/MarketResearch/Mens_Grooming_Products_Market_Trends.asp

FASHION MONTH FW18

puffer jackets

What’s next for men’s fashion? We had our eye on the runway at Men’s Fashion Week in London, Milan,
Paris, and New York. Here are the top trends that you need to know:

Versace

Valentino

Fengchen Wang

Dior Homme

Charles Jeffrey Loverboy

Ami Paris

Perry Ellis

Charles Jeffrey Loverboy

Astrid Anderson

plaid pants

Ambush Design 		

Versace

argyle

Band of Outsiders

Raf Simons

Ami Paris

Alexander
McQueen

MAN

double breasted coat

Alexander
McQueen

Todd Snyder

Paul Smith

Hermes

Dior Homme

Maison Margeiela

KEY TAKEAWAYS
The Changing Male Mindset

Men care about their style and appearance now thanks to online shopping, casual work environments, and
the redefining of gender roles. How can you capitalize on the menswear category that will grow faster than
womenswear over the next three years?

1. Influencers

Men are not just gathering style inspiration from designers and retailers, but also taking cues from
key influencers like Jim Chapman and LeBron James. All celebrities, from athletes to bloggers, are
making bold fashion statements, so make sure you are monitoring these key decision makers in the
men’s fashion world.

2. Style Personas

Men are no longer hiding behind a one-style-fits all uniform: identify your customer’s style persona
and take note of the key influencers and brands to determine the right trends to capitalize on.

3. Streetwear Influence

Streetwear shows no signs of slowing down. Identify where your customer is on the trend curve
to invest in the right trends. If streetwear is right for your customer, make sure you are invested in
high volume trends that continue to grow (white sneakers, graphic tees, and sweatshirts). If your
customer is an early adopter, start investing in emerging trends (chunky sneakers, oversized t shirts,
and sweatsuits).

Client Exclusive

4. Men’s Beauty & Grooming
•

Legacy and indie brands alike are featuring male models in their campaigns. As a result, not only
is the male consumer more visible, but his needs are being considered and addressed in the
product development process. Maybelline, CoverGirl and Sephora are some of the major players
leading the trend toward gender fluidity in the beauty space.
• Men’s beauty is all about the micro-influencer: beauty gurus and vloggers with followings of less
than 2 million garnered higher social buzz than those key players with almost 2x more followers.

5. Men’s Fashion Month

Men’s Fashion Month had a diverse showing of looks and points of view. Trends that continued to be
represented on the runway were puffer jackets, bomber jackets, and shearling. It’s important to note
how designers have re-interpreted these trends though, as we have seen these looks across multiple
seasons and are seeing a saturation in the market. We have identified plaid pants, argyle, double
breasted coat, western, hiking boots, and teal as the new and emerging trends you should know
about.

C

FURTHER ANALYSIS
Trendalytics clients can use these resources to stay on the pulse of menswear trends.
Top Athletes:

(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

LeBron James 98M
David Beckham 97M
Stephen Curry 39M
Dwyane Wade 29M
Carmelo Anthony 21M
Russell Westbrook 20M
Chris Paul 19M
Kyrie Irving 18M
Lewis Hamilton 15M
Odell Beckham Jr 15M

Top Grooming Brands:
(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Clinique 13M
Tom Ford 8M
Dollar Shave Club 4M
Kiehl’s 3M
Gillette 2M
7 For All Mankind 1K
Harry’s 400K
Acqua di Parma 200K
Beardbrand 200K
The Art of Shaving 200K

Notable Streetwear Brands:
(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Supreme 11M
Stüssy 4M
Off-White 3M
Bape 3M
Carhartt 3M
Vetements 3M
Diamond Supply Co 2M
HUF 2M
Anti Social Social Club 2M
October’s Very Own 2M

Top Musicians:

(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Justin Bieber 280M
Justin Timberlake 152M
Zayn Malik 73M
Harry Styles 70M
Niall Horan 69M
The Weeknd 32M
Pharrell Williams 32M
Kanye West 30M
John Legend 29M
Kendrick Lamar 27M

Client Exclusive

Top Fashion Bloggers:

(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Jim Chapman 6M
Men With Class 4M
I Am Galla 3M
The Sartorialist 2M
BryanBoy 1M
Johannes Huebl 1M
Antonio Pozo 1M
Phil Cohen 1M
Nick Wooster 900K
Marcel Floruss 500K

Client Exclusive

Top Actors:

(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Top Beauty Influencers:
(ranked by total fan count)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Notable Collaborations:
1. Adidas
• x Alexander Wang
• x Raf Simons
2. Dover Street Market
• x Undercover
• x Gosha Rubchinskiy
• x Supreme
• x Bape
3. Off White x Nike
4. Supreme x Louis Vuitton
5. The North Face
• x Supreme
• x Junya Watanabe MAN
6. Gucci x Coco Capitán
7. Gosha Rubchinskiy x Adidas Soccer
8. Kith x Moncler
9. KAWS x Uniqlo
10. Maison Martin Margiela x Converse

Client Exclusive

Will Smith 75M
Zac Efron 68M
Hugh Jackman 53M
Ryan Reynolds 27M
Chris Hemsworth 23M
Jared Leto 21M
Cole Sprouse 20M
Aziz Ansari 15M
Ansel Elgort 14M
Tom Hiddleston 12M

Bretman Rock 13M
Jeffree Star 10M
Jim Chapman 5M
Manny MUA 5M
Patrick Starr 4M
James Charles 3M
Brian Champagne 1M
Thomas Halbert 500K
Alan Macias (Alannized) 400K
Teaching Mens Fashion 400K

Clients can contact their Trendalytics Digital Strategist for
further insights and strategies to analyze plus size trends,
brands, and influencers.

MARRYING THE ART AND SCIENCE OF COMMERCE
For more information visit trendalytics.co

